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Latest News from BitCare

In 2021:
Pilot project in KL,
Malaysia!

Installation underway
in Singapore Elderly
Home, spanning 100
beds over 3 levels.
Newly clinched
400-bed project in
Indonesia, with HIS
integration.

New Showroom Demo Set-up
Refresh of graphics + BC3 Launch
It has been 3 years since the first demonstration
kit for BitCare was setup. With the addition of a
new full-time designer at BitCare, we sought to refresh the graphics and presentation of our products.
Our designer has come up with a graphical representation of a typical hospital room layout for easy
visualization of usage and placement for components of our Nurse Call System as seen above.
Current partners would realise new additions in
our BC-1 and BC-2 systems; a RFID card variant of
RT-1 for Nurses to indicate Nurse Presence using
their issued card, and RT-07L which carries an upgraded
7-inch touchscreen.

Installation at Centre for
Innovation in Healthcare (CIH),
under Singapore’s NUHS
BT-07 demonstration in a clinical setting,
integrated with our Bed Fall Monitoring System
CIH has kindly invited BitCare to setup our Nurse
Call System plus Wireless Bed Fall Monitoring System at their Innovation showroom amidst the
COVID-19
pandemic. A pre-clinical trial discussion was held
with Healthcare professionals and Doctors over video conference after the Circuit Breaker period in
Singapore to introduce our systems.
Our solutions were warmly received with clinical users “finding BitCare attractive as there are many
features and different ways of communicating”.
They also commended BitCare’s fully automated patient entry via integration with HIS, moving away
from any manual data entry and thus elimination of
such cases of human error.

BC-3 Launch
Our BC-3 Bed Terminals finally
have their hardware ready!
They were recently installed in
our Singapore showroom to
give us a better idea of how it
would fit into patients’ rooms
in the future. Details and input
are currently being
finalized but we are still on
track for its official release
this year. Stay tuned for a
more responsive and seamless
interface with our completely
new software!
Pictured below is our BC-3 Bed
terminals in 3 different screen
sizes: 7-inch, 10-inch and 13inch which is arm-mounted.

